
Teen Manga…... 
Naruto Series 

By Masashi Kishimoto  

Follow the story of Naruto, 

an orphan ninja-in-training. 

Naruto needs a little extra 

attention as he has a knack 

for mischief. Naruto dreams 

of becoming the greatest 

ninja in the village of 

Konohagakure. Unknown to 

Naruto  and his classmates, 

he has a terrifying and  

formidable power. 

 

Find Volumes 1 to 15 in the library. 

Death Note 

By Tsugumi Ohba  

Top student Light Yagami, is bored. But 

that changes when he comes across a 

supernatural book, The Death Note, 

dropped by a Shinigami death god.   

Human names that are written in the 

Death Note will die.  Light then vows to 

use the book to rid the world of evil, but 

will our hero get away with it?... 

 

Find volumes 1 to 13 in the library. 

Adult Manga…... 
Tokyo Ghoul 

By Sui Ishida 

Ken Kaneki is an ordinary 

college student until he is  

violently attacked by a ghoul.  

This turns the normally shy 

Ken into the first half-human,  

half-ghoul hybrid ever. Ken is 

trapped between the two 

worlds.  Follow Ken as he 

learns more about Ghoul  

society, tries to master his 

new powers and survive the 

Ghoul turf wars as well as 

control his urge to hunt  

humans. 

 

Find volumes 1 to 10 in the 

library. 

 

Black Bird  

By Kanoko Sakurakoji 

Misao Harada lives in a world 

where myth and magic  

intertwines with our lives, but 

only a few can see this.  

Misao is one of them.  But all 

Misao wants is a normal life. 

All this changes when she is 

attacked by a demon and an 

old school friend appears to 

save her. 

Find volumes 1 to 8 in the 

library. 

Kuroko’s Basketball 

By Tadatoshi Fujimaki 

When Taiga Kagami starts a 

new school, he meets  

Tetsuya Kuroko, mysterious 

yet unremarkable and plain 

boy.  Kagami discovers that 

Kuroko has a secret and a 

mission, when a friend from Kuroko’s 

middle school suddenly shows up and  

reveals the truth. 

 

 

 

 

 

Find volumes 1 

to 6 in the  

library. 

Attack on Titan 

By Hajime  

Isayama 

In the future, a 

group of humans 

are struggling for  

survival when  

giant robot aliens attack and trap them in 

a city. Not much is known about the bi-

zarre robots who appear to be bent on 

consuming human-kind.  No one knows 

where they came from or why they are 

here.  This all changes after the  

sudden appearance of an enormous Titan. 

 

 

 

Find volumes 1 to 12 in the library. 
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HAZELWICK 
SCHOOL LIBRARY 

Students in Years 7 and 8 will 

need a permission to borrow the 

Adult Manga books. 
Come and see Mrs Thornton or 

Mrs Bridgman in the library if you 

need any help with choosing  

Manga books. 

 

Happy reading…. 

Marvellous 

Manga 

Teen Manga cont’d... 

Demon Slayer 

By Koyoharu Gotouge 

Charcoal seller, Tanjiro 

Kamado, is a kind hearted boy 

whose family is killed by a  

demon. Tanjiro is determined 

to learn how destroy demons. 

He doesn't know where to 

start, when Giyu turns up. 

Can Giyu him 

help, whilst  

saving his sister. 

 

Volumes 1 to 6 

can be found in 

the library. 

One Piece 

By Eiichiro Oda 

When Monkey D Luffy was a child, all he 

wanted to do was become a pirate after 

listening to tales of buccaneer “Red-

Haired” Shanks.  Luffy’s life is changed 

when he accidently ate fruit from the Gum

-Gum Tree and gained the power to 

stretch like rubber, but at the what cost? 

 

Find volumes 1 to 13 in the library. 

Find these other  

series in the  

library…. 
 

  

1. The Seven Deadly Sins  

     by Nakaba Suzuki 

 

 

 

 

2. Bleach by Tite Kubo 

 

 

 

 

3. Jujutsu Kaisen by Gege 

Akutami 

 

 

 

 

4. My Hero Academia by  

Kohei Horikoshi 

 

 

 

 

5. Dragon Ball Z by Akira 

Toriyama 


